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Category:Gummi bearsJason Ritter is an actor most
people probably know from his work on 'The CW's
'The Following', but he's also done quite a bit of
television and stage work, including a few short TV
roles before landing his breakout role as Andrew on
the series. "I was a terrible singer. I had a horrible
voice," Ritter told reporters on the Hollywood
Reporter's Entertainment Weekly Cover Story, and
even though he's been singing since he was a kid, he
was totally nervous to be on the cover. "I was
watching the video and seeing myself with the
baritone and the tenor. I thought, 'They're going to
hate this!' But it went very well. It was a lot of fun."
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Ritter also talked about the pressures of being on one
of television's most-watched and highest-rated
dramas, and how he and his wife decided to take a
break to focus on their son. "I don't think a lot of
people realize what a commitment you have to make
to do these shows," Ritter admitted. "The scheduling
doesn't match up with your life. I look at 'The
Following' as my priority right now. It's something I
want to succeed at, I want to give a good
performance, I want to get better at my craft. I
always look to my lead to be confident. I'm learning
from the best, I mean Kevin Bacon, I'm learning
from Bryan [Fuller]. I'm learning from Kevin
Williamson. And watching him is really inspiring.
'Raising Hope' inspired me." Ritter also opened up
about his wife, Katie Robbins, and their son,
Jackson. "It was really important to us to have a
break from work and to focus on our family," he
said, even though they're both very busy with their
careers. "It just felt right to take some time and do
that." And now they're getting back into it, filming
'The Following' season two. So it looks like he's
doing all right. We can't wait to see what Season Two
of 'The Following' looks like, and it'll be available on
Fox on March 4th.Q: Input 'edit' label for jquery UI
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